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1. FunctIonInG

Transducer T1-40 STD serves for seismic measurement of the absolute vibrations of the machinery through direct fixing 
(omni-directional) on the supports of the vibrating part. It supplies an output signal directly proportional to the speed of vibra-
tion of the point to which it is fastened. Such signal should subsequently be processed by one of the measuring channel of 
a serial “T” processing unit.

2. operatInG prIncIple

A voltage proportional to the speed of vibration, is induced in a coil suspended seismically to the transducer body and im-
mersed in a field generated by a permanent magnet rigidly fastened to the transducer body. 
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3. technIcal specIFIcatIons 

Type of measurement Seismic (absolute vibrations)

Field of application
Amplitude: ± 1000 µm p.p.
Frequency: 10 to 1000 Hz
Direction of vibr.: any

Rated sensitivity 21,2 mV/mm/sec (RMS) at 25°C  

Natural frequency 12 Hz

Damping coeff.               0.7

Cross sensitivity < 7%

Output impedance 1 Kohm a 25°C

Power supply None

Range of application
Temperature: -40°C ÷ +100°C
Humidity: max 100%
Outside: IP65 EN60529/10.91

External connections        Connector MS/MIL-C-5015, serial 3102/16, std.supplied

Casing material Anodized aluminium

Weight ~ 0,3 Kg

Fastening Screw M8x1.25 - L=16 mm

Maintenance      None

Drawings enclosed                       17951 = Overall dimensions, layout and electrical connections

4. assembly

 The operaTions should be performed possibly wiTh The machine sTaTionary and Taking The very greaTesT of care so as  
 noT To damage The inTernal mechanisms of The Transducer.

• Drill, on the support to be measured, a hole M8x1.25 min. depth 17 mm being careful of its perpendicularity (if it is not 
possible to reach the depth of 17 mm provide spacers of suitable thickness between the support surface and transducer).

 The surface on which the transducer rests should be flat and smooth. It is advisable to apply a layer of silicone between 
the casing and resting surface. 

• Screw the transducer into the M8x1.25 hole provided in point 1. Avoid knocks on the transducer. The use of a thread 
compound is advisable during tightening.

• Connect the transducer electrically to the measuring instrument using the plug-in connector (supplied as standard) fol-
lowing the instructions given in section 1.3.

 wiring of The exTernal elemenTs (Transducers, users, eTc.)  musT be made wiTh cables resisTanT To agenTs  
 associaTed wiTh The workplace (oils, corrosive acids, TemperaTure, eTc.).

 where indicaTed, shielded cable  musT be used. make sure ThaT The shield is connecTed To The earTh (ground)  
 (gnd) aT jusT one of The cable ends (preferably on The insTrumenT side).

 The elecTrical conducTors musT all have a minimum cross secTion of 1.0 mm² (1.5 mm² min. recommended for The  
 Transducers), max. possible cross secTion = 2.5 mm² for a disTance of approx. 800 meTres.
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Refer to enclosed drawing nr. 17951.
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